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EDITORIAL NOTE 

 
The International Journal of Medical Sociology and 

Anthropology is an open access, peer-reviewed international 

journal that invites original research articles and reviews on the 

most recent advancements and discoveries in life sciences, 

preclinical and clinical medicine, and sociology fields. The 

journal's ISSN is 2756-3820. Journals prosper by providing the 

most comprehensive source of discovery and accurate details on 

findings in all areas of the field, as well as recent breakthroughs, 

in the form of original papers, analysis, articles, case reports, 

brief messages, and other formats, all of which are freely 

available online to researchers all over the world, with no 

restrictions or subscriptions. 

All published papers in this journal, as well as all published 

articles, are permanently archived in Academic Resource Index, 

WorldCat, AcademicKeys, Index Copernicus, J-Gate Portal, 

Citefactor, and abstract. All published articles are given a Digital 

Object Identifier (DOI). 

 

IJMSA is especially interested in publications that detail 

significant advancements in medical research, disease treatment, 

and patient quality of life. Manuscripts describing how medical 

science has altered healthcare, extending and improving the 

quality of life for millions, are invited in this regard. Also articles 

that study the manner in which culture and society are organised 

around or influenced by concerns of health, health care, and 

related topics from multidimensional and ecological perspectives. 

The journal welcomes significant research articles that provide a 

sociological analysis of medical organisations and institutions; 

knowledge production and method selection, healthcare 

professional actions and interactions, social or cultural as well as 

clinical or bodily effects of medical practise, and so on. Sociology 

of epistemology, knowlegde science and technology studies, 

social epistemology, frequently working at the intersections of 

public health, qualitative patient experiences,  and social work. 
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Authors can use the online tracking system to submit papers and 

track their progress toward publication. As every report that is to 

be made public must be submitted within 45 days of receipt. 

Various processes, such as quality control, peer review, and 

paper preparation, take between 4 and 5 weeks to complete. The 

performance reviews and peer reviews take 14 days to complete, 

and the submission deadline is only seven days after the 

reviewers and editors accept. 

 

Volume 11 and Issue 1 of the IJMSA will be released. Peer 

review is a system for evaluating a manuscript's quality before it 

is published. Qualified scholars in the appropriate study area 

evaluate submitted manuscripts for originality, validity, and 

significance to assist editors in deciding whether or not to 

publish the manuscript. 

 

Without subscription fees or registration hurdles, all articles 

published by this journal are made freely and permanently 

accessible online shortly after publication. Additionally, writers 

of articles published in this journal are the copyright proprietors 

of their articles and have allowed any third party the right to use, 

reproduce, or disseminate their articles in advance and in 

perpetuity. 

 

I'd like to thank all of the writers, reviewers, and other supporter 

groups for their contributions to the final editing of the published 

articles, as well as the editorial assistant's help in resolving 

IJMSA concerns in a timely manner. I owe them a debt of 

gratitude for motivating me to appreciate the work and progress 

of other organisations that contribute to the successful 

publication of articles. 
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